
COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS SOLUTIONS WRITABLE SELF ADHESIVE 
VINYLS
WHITEBOARD
BLACKBOARD

Turn any smooth surface like glass, wood or plastic into a 
writable whiteboard in any shape and size you prefer!

These self-adhesive whiteboard films are a practical and 
inexpensive alternative to traditional whiteboards. The 
whiteboard films are not suitable for digital printing and we 
recommend indoor use only. When applied to a surface, 
optimum adhesive strength is achieved after one week.

ASLAN WB995
? ~150 micron
? Opaque, high quality self-adhesive whiteboard film.
? Long durability with easy application.
? Resistant to dirt and splashing water.
? Easy to clean. Writings can be dry wiped without leaving 

behind “ghost-writing”.
? Dry application only.

ASLAN WB975
? ~80 micron
? White, matt, non-reflective self-adhesive whiteboard film.
? Scratch resistant surface avoids shadows or ghost-

writings.
? Non reflective surface is perfectly designed for front 

projections.
? Writings can be dry wiped without leaving behind “ghost-

writing”.
? Dry or wet application.  
? Please note: For wet application transfer liquid ASLAN 

TL10 recommended.

It is recommended to use whiteboard markers and  a fibre cloth 
to wipe clean.
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COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS SOLUTIONS

BLACKBOARD SELF ADHESIVE VINYL
Transform a POP display, smooth wall or board into a chalk board by using the Blackboard Self Adhesive vinyl. 

! 130 micron
! High tack adhesive which will stick to smooth walls
! Works with standard, soft and liquid chalk markers
! Easily wiped clean with a dry or damp cloth without ghosting
! Printable with white UV curable inks
! Excellent dimensional stability
! Removability up to 1 year
! Suitable for indoor applications

It is recommended to check suitability of marker prior to installation.
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Maizey Plastics also supply a heat transfer vinyl for use on textiles with blackboard characteristics suitable for 
lettering with chalk. 
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